IAI Announces 2018 Elite Training Day Event Dates and False Confession Expert Saul Kassin as the Keynote Speaker

*The International Association of Interviewers (IAI) is proud to announce false confession expert, Dr. Saul Kassin, will be the keynote speaker at IAI’s annual Elite Training Day event April 11 – 12, 2018.*

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) October 09, 2017 -- The International Association of Interviewers (IAI) is proud to announce false confession expert, Dr. Saul Kassin, will be the keynote speaker at IAI’s annual Elite Training Day event April 11 – 12, 2018.

“We are very excited to have such a renowned expert speak at our annual Elite Training Day,” said Wayne Hoover, CFI, IAI Executive Director. “False confessions are a real concern in our industry, and we are confident Dr. Kassin will provide relevant, captivating content to the professional interviewers and interrogators attending this year’s event.”

Saul Kassin is a Distinguished Professor of Psychology at John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York and Massachusetts Professor Emeritus at Williams College, in Williamstown, MA.

He received his Ph.D. at the University of Connecticut. He later served as a postdoctoral research fellow at the University of Kansas; taught at Purdue University; served as a U. S. Supreme Court Judicial Fellow, working at the Federal Judicial Center; and was a postdoctoral research fellow and visiting professor at Stanford University.

Dr. Kassin is author of Psychology (Prentice Hall, 4th edition) and Psychology in Modules (Pearson Custom Publishing). Along with Steven Fein and Hazel Markus, he is also lead author of Social Psychology (10th edition), published by Cengage Learning. He has published numerous research articles and book chapters and has co-authored or edited various scholarly books, including: Confessions in the Courtroom, The Psychology of Evidence and Trial Procedure, The American Jury on Trial: Psychological Perspectives, and Developmental Social Psychology.

Elite Training Day is the main event of the year in the interview and interrogation community where leading experts from across the globe gather for exclusive training and networking opportunities. Developed by IAI, this is the only event with a dedicated focus on honing the skills of the interviewer.

To find out more about Elite Training Day 2018 visit [http://certifiedinterviewer.com/the-iai-advantage/elite-training-day/](http://certifiedinterviewer.com/the-iai-advantage/elite-training-day/).

Take advantage of the early bird pricing and register [here](http://certifiedinterviewer.com/the-iai-advantage/elite-training-day/).

About the International Association of Interviewers

IAI was created to become a knowledge and skills development resource for its members, which includes law enforcement, loss prevention, risk management, audit, government agencies, insurance companies, banking, military, students and human resources. IAI currently has 2,500+ members and 1800+ CFIs, and is continuing to grow. To learn more about how to become an IAI member visit [www.certifiedinterviewer.com](http://www.certifiedinterviewer.com).
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